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Six weeks ago, I had the honor of visiting Kennedy Space Center.  I met with NASA 
Administrator Bill Nelson and scientists throughout the complex.  The highlight of the trip was meeting 
the Artemis II crew who will soon become the first people to visit the moon in over half a century—
including, I should add, the first woman and the first person of color.  The rush of this trip was unlike 
anything I had ever experienced.  

Why did I feel that way?  I think it is because space exploration reminds us of what is best in us.  
It reminds us that we are a Nation that pushes boundaries and purses discoveries.  We do this, as President 
Kennedy so famously said last week in 1962, not because it is easy, but because it is hard.  Because the 
skies inspire us to push the limits of human achievement, communicate in new ways, and understand our 
own planet like never before.  In this country we have done it before, and we are working to do it again.

What is so exciting about the future of United States space exploration is that the Artemis mission 
is far from the only major endeavor we are working on.  Coming up, NASA will launch its Psyche 
mission with a commercial operator, sending a spacecraft to land on an asteroid orbiting the Sun between 
Mars and Jupiter.  This kind of commercial space activity is multiplying.  The number of space launches 
is growing—fast.  

Our policies need to keep up.  We need to ensure that providers have a more consistent and 
reliable way to get the bandwidth they need for communications during space launches.  Historically, this 
agency provided access to airwaves for space launch activity using special temporary authority.  But this 
cobbled-together approach is not well-suited to an era where commercial launches are a happening with 
far greater frequency.  So today we allocate airwaves specifically to support commercial space launch 
activity.  It will make our process simpler and more open to new entrants.  It will better facilitate 
coordination with our federal partners through the use of a frequency coordinator.  Launches are nail-
biting undertakings under ideal conditions, so this will help make them easier and also boost competition.  

I want to thank our colleagues at the National Telecommunications and Information 
Administration and the Department of Defense working collaboratively with us on this effort.  I know 
they join us in supporting United States leadership in the new space age.
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